Suzan Burchall (A ’96), in honor of Wright Lassiter, Jr.
Douglas Black (A ’19)
Gary Black (A ’84)
Glen Gillfiel (’77, in memory of Max Geoffrey Richardson)
Richard Bough (A ’79)
Vicky Brand (A ’97)
Blackburn, Elizabeth (A ’07, F ’19)
Barbara Black (A ’17)
Garrett Bradley (A ’15)
Davina Bland (A ’13, in honor of of Max-Carlos Martinez (A ’97)
Rhyane Black (A ’10)
Alicia Black (F ’09, in honor of Summer of 2006
Sandy Blum (A ’66)
Blair Blumen (A ’64, in honor of of Max Carlos Martinez (A ’97)
Tina Blum (A ’64, in honor of Memory of John Button
Dwight Blum (A ’08)
Barbara Blum (A ’64)
Elizabeth Blankendorf (A ’70)
Garrett Bradley (A ’15)
Davina Bland (A ’13, in honor of of Max-Carlos Martinez (A ’97)
Rhyane Black (A ’10)
Alicia Black (F ’09, in honor of Summer of 2006
Sandy Blum (A ’66)
Blair Blumen (A ’64, in honor of of Max Carlos Martinez (A ’97)
Tina Blum (A ’64, in honor of Memory of John Button
Dwight Blum (A ’08)
Barbara Blum (A ’64)
Elizabeth Blankendorf (A ’70)
Artist Editions

We released four new artist editions contributed by
Derrick Adams, Diana Al-Hadid, Christina Quarles, and Rodrigo Valenzuela in 2020 and 2021.

THE ELMs

For more information, please contact Diane Benjamin: dbenjamin@skowheganart.org or visit: skowheganart.org/alumniprograms.

Thank You, Waneeta!

Waneeta began her time at Skowhegan in the summer of 2000. Since then, she has nourished an astonishing 1,300 participants, 220 faculty, countless members of the Skowhegan team, and accommodated just as many dietary needs (no small feat). For a number of years, Waneeta’s children Jake and Alahsa Rose spent the summers with her on campus, and the whole Farquhar-Marquis family helped set the tone in creating a space where life and art-making are one.

As the gracious host to Skowhegan’s legendary Red Farm Dinners and yearly Trustees’ and Governors’ Weekends as well as countless BBQs and Lakeside brunches, equipped with her grandmother’s much-beloved recipes for Irish Soda Bread and her knack for classic comfort food, Waneeta ensured the whole school had the sustenance to remain energized in the studio.

Waneeta also led the charge in preparing the housing for all staff, participants and faculty to offer a comfortable welcome to campus. Her hilarious Orientation speech on maintaining hygiene and avoiding the infamous duck itch was legendary, as is her good humor and openness to all who gathered in Maine.

At the close of each summer during the annual lobster dinner, Waneeta would send the class off with the adage “make art and prosper.” We thank her for her care and support.

Waneeta with her daughter Alahsa Rose during a reception on campus in 2012.

Alumni Reunions

Class reunions are still ongoing, and more information or ways to participate can be found by visiting the link, 75.skowheganart.org/alumniprograms.

Reunions that have taken place so far:

Class of 1966 | April 10, 2021
Class of 1968 | April 20, 2021
Class of 1976 | April 20, 2021
Class of 2014 | May 8, 2021
Class of 1991 | June 18, 2021
Class of 2016 | July 1, 2021
Class of 2018 | July 1, 2021
Class of 2017 | August 16, 2021
Class of 2003 | September 12, 2021
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